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ABSTRACT

We extend the input transformation approach for adapting
hybrid connectionist speech recognizers to allow multiple
transformations to be trained. Previous work has shown the
efficacy of the linear input transformation approach for speaker
adaptation [1][2][3], but has focused only on training global
transformations. This approach is clearly suboptimal since it as-
sumes that a single transformation is appropriate for every region
in the acoustic feature input space, that is, for every phonetic
class, microphone, and noise level. In this paper, we propose
a new algorithm to train mixtures of transformation networks
(MTNs) in the hybrid connectionist recognition framework. This
approach is based on the idea of partitioning the acoustic feature
space intoR regions and training an input transformation for
each region. The transformations are combined probabilistically
according to the degree to which the acoustic features belong
to each region, where the combination weights are derived
from a separate acoustic gating network (AGN). We apply the
new algorithm to nonnative speaker adaptation, and present
recognition results for the1994 WSJ Spoke 3 development set.
The MTN technique can also be used for noise or microphone
robust recognition or for othernonspeech neural network pattern
recognition problems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid connectionist hidden Markov model (HMM) speech
recognizers model the state-dependent acoustic observation
densitiesbj(yt) with neural networks rather than Gaussian
mixtures. In particular, the connectionist version of DE-
CIPHER [4][5] utilizes a multilayer perceptron (MLP) that
is trained to classify input speech into one ofN phonetic
classes. The MLP inputYt = fyt�4; : : : ;yt; : : : ;yt+4g
consists of 9 frames of26-dimensional cepstral feature vectors
yt. The multiframe input windowYt enables the MLP to
utilize local acoustic context in computing the desired output
probabilities. The MLP has a single sigmoidal hidden layer with
1000 units and a sigmoidal output layer withN units, one for
each context-independent phone class in the recognizer. Each
MLP output unitoj(t) computes an estimate ofP (phonejjYt),
the posterior probability of thej-th phone given the acoustic
speech feature windowYt at time t. For recognition, the
HMM observation densitiesbj(Yt) are estimated by the scaled
likelihoods obtained by dividing the MLP outputs by the prior
phone probabilities.

The MLP is a statistical model whose parameters (weights)
are estimated using speech data drawn according to some
unknown but fixed distribution that we want to model. This
data is called thetraining set, and consists of speech utterances
from many speakers with known orthographic transcriptions.
We denote the speaker-independent (SI) MLP and its weight
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Figure 1. Adaptation using a single linear transformation
network (TN).

values after training by the label, “SI MLP”. Testing utterances
may be drawn from the same or a different distribution,
which we denote as thematchedor mismatchedcondition.
Recognition performance may be seriously degraded when there
is mismatch between training and testing, as often happens in
real applications. Common sources of error include speaker
(e.g., outlier ornonnative speakers), environmental (noise),
channel, or microphone mismatches.

Previous speaker adaptation work [1][2][3] has shown that
recognition accuracy can be improved significantly for both
native and nonnative speakers by linearly transforming the MLP
inputYt using an additional linear transformation network (TN)
as shown in Figure 1. During adaptation, the SI MLP weights
are fixed and only the TN weights are modified. This technique
successfully reduced the recognizer word error rate by15–35%,
depending on the recognition task and type of mismatch.

This approach is clearly suboptimal since only a global
(linear) transformation is estimated. It assumes that a single
transformation is appropriate for every region in the acoustic
feature input space, that is, every phonetic class, microphone,
and noise level. Experience with Gaussian mixture HMM
systems [6][7] clearly shows that the use of multiple transfor-
mations improves speaker adaptation performance, where each
transformation is valid over a local region of the acoustic feature
space and the regions are chosen according to phonetic similarity
criteria.

In this paper, we propose a new algorithm to train MTN
in the hybrid connectionist recognition framework. Each
transformation in the mixture is optimized over a local region
of the acoustic feature space. The transformations are linearly
combined using soft decision boundaries derived from an AGN.
We apply the new algorithm to nonnative speaker adaptation,
and present recognition results for the1994 WSJ Spoke 3
development set. The new technique may also be applicable for
noise or microphone robust recognition.

2. MIXTURES OF TRANSFORMATION NETWORKS

In this work, we extend the input transformation approach for
adapting hybrid connectionist speech recognizers from single
transformations to mixtures of transformations. This new
approach is based on the idea of partitioning the acoustic feature
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Figure 2. The mixture of transformation networks (MTN)
architecture for adaptation. Each transformation network
(TN) is trained on a local region of the acoustic feature
space as specified by the acoustic gating network (AGN).
The contribution of TNr to the final transformation is
weighted according to the probability that the central frame
of the speech feature window Yt belongs to the r-th
acoustic region.

space intoR regions and training an input transformation for
each region. The transformations are combined probabilistically
according to the degree to which the input feature window
belongs to each acoustic region. No hard decisions are made
regarding input pattern region membership. If an input pattern
has nonzero membership in more than one region, more than one
TN will contribute to the overall transformation.

As shown in Figure 2, the new architecture consists of an
AGN with R outputswr(t) and a set ofR transformations that
are combined linearly according to weightswr(t).

2.1. Acoustic Gating Network

The function of the acoustic gating network is to partition the
input acoustic feature space into meaningful regions. These
partitions can be related tophonetic class or be computed using
automatic data-clustering techniques such as vector quantization
or Gaussian mixtures. Soft region classification decisions are
preferable in order to increase the robustness of the overall
system. To this end, we design the AGN so that ther-th output
wr(t) computes the probability that the center frame of the MLP
input window belongs to ther-th acoustic region,

wr(t) = P (region = rjYt) (1)

where0 � wr(t) � 1 and
PR

r=1
wr(t) = 1:0 for all t.

The overall organization and function of the MTN is deter-
mined by the AGN design, for example, the number and type of
regions and the form and training of the AGN.

Since this work involves speaker adaptation we divide the
acoustic feature space according to regions of phonetic similarity
[6][7]. In particular, we reuse our SI MLP to createR = 48
regions that have a one-to-one correspondence with the phones
in our system, orR = 6 where we have grouped the MLP
outputs into six broad phone classes.

Alternative AGN designs enable the MTN to be applied
to other recognition robustness problems. For example, a

microphone-independent system could be built using a micro-
phone classification AGN and training the transformations with
data fromR microphones, or we could design a noise robust
recognizer using one transformation for each ofR SNR levels.

Note that the AGN may be designed ahead of time, or its
parameters can be trained during adaptation. The AGN may
use acoustic features different from those used by the MLP;
for example, microphone or SNR-dependent features may be
more useful for region selection in channel or noise robustness
applications [8].

2.2. Transformation Network Architecture
The transformation component of the MTN architecture is very
flexible, and many types of TN can be trained. Each TN receives
the same input. TheR TN output vectors are weighted bywr(t),
the probability that the input belongs to acoustic regionr, and
summed to create a new MLP input vectorY 0

t with the same
dimensionality as the original inputYt.

In this work, we train linear TNs as in [1][2][3] to create
a piecewise linear overall transformation function. Each TN
is initialized to the identity transform, guaranteeing that initial
MTN performance remains the same as the SI recognition
model. Although in principle non-linear TNs can be used to
create a piecewise non-linear transformation, we continue to use
linear TNs because of their favorable initialization properties.

In particular, we will present speaker adaptation recognition
results using two TN architectures.

The first TN architecture (denoted “TN9”) transforms the
entire 9-frame MLP input window as a single unit, so the
transformed MLP inputY 0

t is computed as

Y 0

t =

RX

r=1

wr(t)TN9r(Yt); (2)

whereTN9r(�) is the transformation for ther-th acoustic region
andwr(t) is computed by the AGN. The overall MTN using this
type of TN is denoted by “MTN9 (R)”.

The second TN architecture (denoted “TN1”) transforms
each frame in the 9-frame MLP input window independently
but identically. In this case, the transformed MLP input is
Y 0

t = fy0

t�4; : : : ;y
0

t; : : : ;y
0

t+4g, where each columny0

t+i

is computed as

y0

t+i =

RX

r=1

wr(t)TN1r(y
0

t+i) (3)

for i 2 [�4; 4]. The overall MTN using this type of TN is
denoted by “MTN1 (R)”.

2.3. Training
Each TN is trained only for data falling into its acoustic region
with nonzero probability. This isaccomplished by weighting the
error vector propagated back from the phonetic classifier MLP
by the AGN output weightwr(t) to form an error vector specific
to each TN.

The adaptation algorithm can be summarized as follows:

� The weights of theR TN networksTNr are each initialized
to the identity transformI.

� For supervised adaptation, enrollment data is segmented
using forced Viterbi recognition and the data’s known
orthographic transcription to obtain phonetically labeled
target values for the MLP. Recognition output can be
used in place of the known transcriptions for unsupervised
adaptation.



� The combined MTN and MLP system is trained to maxi-
mize relative entropy between the MLP outputs and their
target values.

� Keeping the SI MLP weights fixed, the MTN weights are
updated using standard error backpropagation techniques.
The error vector for eachTNr in the MTN is weighted by
wr(t), the input pattern membership in acoustic regionr

computed by the AGN. Currently, the AGN weights are not
adapted.

� Training halts when phonetic frame classification perfor-
mance on an independent cross-validation dataset ceases to
improve.

2.4. Comparison with Other Algorithms

The MTN architecture is similar to both Huang’s CDNN archi-
tecture [9] and to Neumeyer’s POF algorithm [8]. Compared
to CDNN, we implement a piecewise linear transformation
rather than piecewise nonlinear, and use soft decision boundaries
rather than hard VQ decisions for combining the sub-networks.
Compared to POF, we use an MLP to create acoustic partitions
based on the estimated phonetic identity of the input rather
than Gaussian mixtures trained to estimate the probability of a
speech frame falling into a VQ region. Both of these algorithms
implement regression networks that map one set of speech
features to another based on an arbitrary spectral distortion
measure independently of the recognizer error criteria, and
require stereo training data. The MTN architecture is part of
the MLP phonetic classifier and is trained to optimize phonetic
frame classification performance, which is related to recognition
word error.

Waterhouse [10] recently introduced a different method to
adapt connectionist recognition systems using multiple input
transformations. The recurrent neural network (RNN) acoustic
model was duplicated and a single linear input transformation
was paired with each duplicate copy. The parallel models were
then combined at the level of the RNN output layers by using
a nonlinear gating function that was randomly initialized. The
entire network was then trained using the hierarchical mixture
of experts (HME) training algorithm. This approach can be
characterized as a mixture of adapted acoustic models, where
each model is adapted using a single transformation network.
Because of the linear increase in computation withR, only two
or four acoustic regions were used. Performance did not improve
relative to a single transformation because of the poor quality of
the acoustic regions and because the regions had no relation to
the microphone robustness task being tackled.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

SRI’s DECIPHER speech recognizer was used for all experi-
ments. Supervised adaptation experiments were performed on
the male subset of the 1994 Spoke 3 (S3) development set of the
Wall Street Journal (WSJ) speech corpus [11]. This data consists
of read speech from nonnative speakers of American English,
and was divided into 40 adaptation and 40 test sentences. The
standard 5,000-word, closed-vocabulary bigram language model
was used for recognition.

A speaker-independent MLP with234 inputs, 1000 hidden
units, and48 outputs was trained with about 17,000 utterances
from 140 male speakers. The MLP input was a9-frame input
window of 26-dimensional mean-normalized cepstral vectors
consisting of the first12 cepstral coefficients, cepstral energy,
and their first derivatives. Each cepstral vector was further
normalized to be zero mean and unit variance.

The 40 enrollment sentences were further divided into two
subsets, three-quarters for adaptation and one-quarter for cross-
validation. The MTNs were trained as described in Section 2.3.

The MTNs in these experiments usedR = 1, R = 6, or
R = 48 transformations, corresponding respectively to a global
TN, one TN for each of six broad phone classes (silence, vowels,
stops, nasals, fricatives, and approximates), or one TN for each
context-independent phone class in the recognizer. For ease of
implementation, the AGN was implemented as a duplicate of the
SI MLP. For the broad class experiments, the MLP outputs were
summed over all phones in a given class to yield the probability
of that class. Two types of transformation network (TN1 and
TN9) were investigated as described in Section 2.2. Thus,
the experiments are labeled either MTN1-(R) or MTN9-(R),
depending on the type of TN used and the number of acoustic
regions.

Table 1 summarizes the recognition word error (Werr) rates
obtained with these MTN configurations. After adaptation, we
observe a significant decrease (15-33%) in recognition error in
all cases.

The dramatic improvement using MTN1-(1) demonstrates the
importance of adaptation, and that even a small number (700)
of adaptation parameters can drastically reduce the mismatch
between testing and training conditions. The next big jump
in performance occurs when usingR > 1, indicating that
individual acoustic regions require different transformations and
pointing out the inadequacy of a global adaptation model. Going
from R = 6 to R = 48 gains relatively little additional
improvement. This is probably due to AGN output noisiness
(region misclassifications), which was partially smoothed out in
the broad class case; the six broad classes were hand-selected
so the AGN would make relatively few inter-(broad)class mis-
classification errors, encouraging individual TNs to be trained
on disjoint regions of the acoustic feature space.

Comparing the MTN1-(R) and MTN9-(R) experiments, we
observe that MTN9-(1) outperforms MTN1-(R) for anyR,
although the difference between MTN1-(48) and MTN9-(1) is
small. This shows the importance of modeling between-frame
cepstral correlation by the TN9 architecture, although we can
approximate this effect through the use of multiple single-frame
transformations when each TN is trained on the relatively
more self-consistent set of cepstral vectors within each acoustic
region. Finally, the MTN approach also improves performance
for the TN9 transformation architecture, although at high cost;
for R = 48 it used ten times more adaptation parameters than
existed in the rest of the acoustic model. The MTN algorithm is

Adaptation Werr ImprovementExperiment
Parameters (%) vs. SI(%)

SI MLP – 33.6 –

MTN1 -(1) 702 28.4 15.5
MTN1-(6) 4,212 25.2 25.1
MTN1-(48) 33,696 24.4 27.5

MTN9-(1) 54,990 23.6 29.8
MTN9-(48) 2,639,520 22.5 33.2

Table 1. Recognition word error rates for the mixture of
transformation networks (MTN) adaptation architecture for
nonnative speakers from the 1994 WSJ S3 development
set. MTN1 experiments used single-frame transforma-
tions; MTN9 experiments transformed the entire input
window. The numbers in parentheses are the number of
phonetic regions used.



robust against over-parameterization.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a new approach for adapting hybrid con-
nectionist speech recognizers using mixtures of linear input
transformation networks (MTNs). This approach is based on
the idea of partitioning the acoustic feature space intoR regions
and training an input transformation for each region. The
transformations are combined probabilisticallyaccording to the
degree to which the acoustic features belong to each region. The
combination weights are derived from a separate acoustic gating
network (AGN), whose design determines the function of the
overall transformation.

MTN adaptation overcomes the limitations of previous input
transformation approaches that assumed that one transformation
was optimal over all regions of the acoustic feature space and
therefore estimated only a single global transformation. In this
work, the AGN was designed to partition the acoustic space
according to regions of phonetic similarity.

Using two different input transformations, we have applied
the MTN algorithm to a nonnative speaker adaptation task (the
1994 WSJ Spoke 3 development set). For both types of input
transformation, our results show improved recognitionaccuracy
after adaptation relative to the single transformation approach.
We have also demonstrated that if more input context is available
to the transformation it will increase adaptation performance.

The new technique may also be applicable for noise or
microphone robust recognition. The general approach is also
applicable to nonspeech neural network pattern recognition
problems.
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